I. Introduction
The work presented here is based on the hypothetical mechanism described in "Quantized Mitochondrial Metabolism" [1] . Specifically, parts II, III and IV concern the case where frequency f is within 
. These results will be used to calculate kinetic energy in part III. Part III, named "Energies In Quantized Mitochondrial Metabolism", is presented in two subparts: 1. Following hypothetical model [1], kinetic and potential energy for two CPs (Cooper Pairs) [2] is calculated. 2. Then, a thorough analysis is presented based on energy balance, which is applied on reaction that produces water. Kinetic and potential energy for two CPs is again calculated, this time based on energy conservation. The two separate results are compared to check the validity of initial hypothesis and to calculate Q ATP . This way, the very important role for Abrikosov's quantum flux [3] is revealed. Part IV describes the mitochondrial factory in terms of its output power and is also presented into two subparts: 1. Description of calculating method. 2. Application of equations from the first subpart, in order to obtain value of power ( P ATP ). s. As a consequence, acceleration can be considered constant during CP's motion and equations (5) and (6) can be applied. Using values of TABLES 2 and 3, acceleration of TABLE 4 is calculated. Below is a mathematical proof for this: Substituting a from (9) to (10):
II. Study of CP motion
and then by applying (4), equation (12) is produced: Therefore, potential energy for 2 CPs can be easily produced as:
Applying values from TABLES 6 and 7 to equations (16), (18), (19), the total, kinetic and potential energies for two CPs are calculated and are shown on TABLE 8. Potential energy is the corresponding Abrikosov's quantum flux [3] energy. This is the bonding energy of CP, the energy that holds two electrons together in CP form. So the potential energy values given in TABLE 8, describe for each frequency the necessary and sufficient amount of potential energy, to form two CPs that would be capable to free oxygen. 
The energy balance applied here, uses energies as in relativistic point of view [5] . According to this relativistic view, the energy of a body is calculated as in the two cases below: First case: a slowly moving (compared to c -speed of light in vacuum) or not moving body of mass m (resting mass) corresponds to energy E, which is calculated as: . This way another key role of Abrikosov's quantum flux [3] is revealed: The amount of potential energy is still present during water reaction (9); is trapped inside O 2 . In other words potential energy exists starting with CP formation until ATP production, and helps the reaction in all its stages, from preparing the necessary reactants, all the way up to successfully produce water and ATP. It can be concluded that Abrikosov's quantum flux [3] presents catalytic behavior and the double of this quantum flux [4] ).
IV. Output Power of "Mitochondrial Factory"
(Having calculated the amount of quantum ATP and under the assumption that H + flow continually, this part is dedicated to calculating mitochondrial energy production rate.) 
Description of calculating method
Because of (37), (36) can be written as (38): ] , potential energy is at the appropriate value to free oxygen with no residues and it is fully expended at the crash. Thus, for non-CP electrons total kinetic energy is equal to kinetic energy of former CP. 4) Kinetic energy of non-CP electrons is packed at the output of the "factory" as ATP. 5. Energy study could explain ROS (Radical Oxygen Species) formation when frequency exceeds f max , this time by another viewpoint, than the one used in [1]. Potential energy is used to free oxygen, as been noted before. After breaking bonds, normally CPs would break their formation and would participate to water and ATP production as individually moving electrons. When frequency increases potential energy increases as well, and CPs are "armed heavier". If f exceeds f max , potential energy is not just appropriate but it comes in excess, and excessive potential energy -due to energy conservation -is converted to excessive kinetic energy of non-CP electrons. One of the two electrons after collision retains higher kinetic energy and cannot remain at oxygen's vicinity. This is the case where oxygen is released as ROS, no water is produced and no ATP is formed at the output. 6. Fig. 1 below summarizes the total behavior of Q ATP production system.
Analysis of
P ATP results 1. P ATP value measures how fast ATP is produced, under the three assumptions presented on subpart 4.1. As equation (39) describes, power is proportional to frequency. Because Q ATP is constant, the effort to produce this energy faster appears to be a dangerous gamble. To increase power, frequency must be increased and there is no other way to do it. But when frequency exceeds f max ROS is formed. At the edge Quantized ATP Production DOI: 10.9790/3008-1201031727 www.iosrjournals.org 25 | Page of high performance, there lays the greatest danger for mitochondrion. 2. The way this model functions is consistent with the "principle of least action". Everything is used in an economic way and nothing is wasted. 3. CP's use is very important because: 1) Helps to free oxygen and consequently to create water. 2) Carries the amount of ATP in the form of kinetic energy.
3) With respect to its frequency the energy production rate ( P ATP ) is decided.
Figure 1: Schematic representation of superconducting mechanism. For every two CPs as input, either the green set of outputs or the red one is activated. The output choice is made based on frequency value. So, when outputs 1 and 2 are activated (they do so simultaneously -they belong in the same "green" group), output 3 remains inactive. When output 3 is activated, green group is shutdown.
VI. Conclusions
Conclusions are presented as Q & A, in order to maintain a simple, useful and meaningful form and also help readers remember them. The mitochondrial environment is a resistant environment and formula for acceleration, presented on this question, came from studying motion as uniformly accelerated with no resistance. Thus, this equation is applicable when there is no resistance at all. CP formation ensures resistance -free motion, something that single electrons cannot achieve. The above formula cannot be applied to single electron's motion within mitochondria, because mitochondrial environment's resistance is high enough to forbid it. Therefore, result 
Q: In what way the present work contributes to science?
A: There are major and minor benefits of this work to science. Surely, someone could give an extended answer to this particular question. It would be better though, to limit ourselves to what is absolutely necessary. This is why only four major benefits are presented below: 1) Under the assumption that this work corresponds to a valid hypothesis, an accurate calculation of ATP amount is given. If there is experimental validation of model described in [1], Q ATP "calculation" will be turned into "measurement" in no time, and it will be the first time to measure it. Because CPs move unrestricted, calculated and measured values should have little or no divergence. So, the "measured ATP value" is the first benefit.
2) The second contribution is the calculated rate of ATP production. Again if this work proves to be valid, P ATP value seems to holds a prominent role to ROS production. Especially P ATP 's proportional relation to f simplifies the thinking behind ROS production, and summarizes ROS production in one sentence: "The greater demands a mitochondrion is met with for energy, the higher P ATP must be obtained to meet them and the greater the frequency, to regulate CP's acceleration, will be". So, by regulating the causes that push-up the needs in energy, frequency may always stay within limits f min , f 3) The third major contribution is the Abrikosov's quantum flux role to the overall procedure. If this work proves to be valid, superconductivity will be proved essential, used not only in lifeless superconductors by experimental physicists, but also in "life sciences". 4) The forth major contribution is that this work, together with "Quantized Mitochondrial A: CPs have potential energy and kinetic energy. They release their potential energy to free oxygen and they split their CP formation, keeping their sum of kinetic energy equal to former CP's kinetic energy. Next, electrons participate to water reaction and their kinetic energy is converted to Q ATP .
Q: If this work is proved to be valid, what can be done to enhance -expand this work?
A: To begin with, it is of absolute necessity to verify the model experimentally. Apart from, that and assuming validity of the model is been proven, it would be useful to investigate mitochondria of various organs, in order to establish the causes that push mitochondria to increase their energy production rate. Mitochondria that work intensely are close to dysfunctional behavior. Their function becomes intense due to some causes.
These causes affect somehow (in a way to be explored) the frequency and thereby the power of the "mitochondrial factory". Causes may be categorized in levels, for example causes of the first level, linked directly to over-active mitochondria, could be: 1) Excess of electrons 2) Excess of Fe +3 Whatever reason creates these two conditions to arise, is classified as a cause of the second level, and so on. This way a mechanism is deployed, revealing who regulates what. Whatever causes over-activity to mitochondria, may lead to ROS production, so the role of anxiety and stress should not be left out of this investigation.
Causes can differ from organ to organ. For example, an action that leads liver mitochondria to increase their energy production rate, perhaps cannot mobilize lung mitochondria. This leads investigation, described in the previous paragraph, to be applied in this way: 1) Research for what causes P ATP to increase 2) Through what mechanism it affects frequency (for example the first or the second cause of the first level above) 3) What is the limit of mitochondrial excitation by a certain cause, that drives frequency beyond its maximumf max It is therefore, an interesting expansion of the current work, to investigate and find for mitochondria of every major organ of the body, a thread linking macroscopic actions to mitochondrial behavior. This thread is the mechanism of how a macro-cause (action of the macroscopic world, which is a cause of the last level) is translated, through a series of internal actions, to an increase or decrease of frequency in CP. This work, together with "Quantized Mitochondrial Metabolism" [1] , is an attempt to start unwinding this thread from level one (micro-causes) to the last level (macro-causes).
